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Are you on the lookout for a new and exciting place to celebrate your best friend's birthday or a new job 
promotion or just looking for a place to hangout with your buds? Come to 'The Pizza Café' at Mumbai in 
Maharashtra to taste some of the most authentic pizzas cooked with an Indian touch!  

It would also be interesting to note that we at KNS and Entrepreneurs are the only pizza chain owners in the 
entire country to serve innovative and traditional pizzas. We also serve lip smacking burgers, sandwiches, 
frankies and beverages that is aimed at pleasing the foodie in you. There are also plenty of mouth-watering 
starters on our menu that you should sure dig into!  

With plenty of options to try out new pizza toppings each time you walk into our store, you are sure spoilt for 
choice. Our pizzas also come at interesting prices without burning a hole in your wallet so be sure to drop in 
to your closest 'The Pizza Café' today!  

With many outlets in and around Mumbai, 'The Pizza Café' has a very lively and interesting ambience. This 
makes it an ideal place to either come out with your family or get your partner out for a fun date. So, what 
are you celebrating today?  

About Us  

Call it a culinary twist or a tasty fusion, ‘The Pizza Cafe’ is a food junction launched to serve happiness. This  
eatery is a brainchild of a bunch of young, creative and enthusiastic team - KNS & Entrepreneurs. Based in 
Mumbai, Maharashtra; this cafe is well-known for its authentic Indian Pizza. It is the only Indian pizza outlet 
that specializes in blending Indian ingredients and tastes with pizza.  

The chain’s uniqueness lies in its innovative and creative output. After studying the Indian market and 

analyzing tastes palates of the consumers, the group has designed their signature pizzas, sandwiches and 
burgers. Buying the concept from the West, the pizzas are distinctively Indian in taste and look.  

In keeping with standards of hospitality, a good combo is designed with pizza being served with a wide and 
lip smacking varieties of hot and cold beverages. There are colas to Indian tea to select from.  

We know the way to a man’s heart is through the stomach so we take pleasure in serving you a happy meal 
that sure will bring a smile on your face. Our outlets always look forward to serving and looking after you so 
come give us a chance.  

Taking the journey of taste a little further, we have joined hands with India’s favorite ‘Cafe Coffee Day’. 
Through this partnership, our consumers will be able to enjoy their most relished coffee at our outlet. It’s a  
twin reason to celebrate good times.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Mission  

Our sole mission is to serve the best pizzas in town. The guiding philosophy is that each customer is special 
and so must get utmost attention. It’s our endeavor to make you feel at home while enjoying a meal at our 
outlets.  

Adhering to strict quality standards, we want to gain more smiles by selling delicious meal. In keeping with 



the health standards, our products are made with best quality ingredients and materials. Health is wealth so 
our products are designed to offer good taste and wellbeing. When you dig into our pizza, we want to 
ensure that it does impact your health.  

We excel in in-store services too. Our staff members are well trained and demonstrate warmth and 

professional integrity while dealing with customers. The staff is our asset and a representative of the outlet 
so they are groomed to perfection. Our motto is also to serve best quality. It’s the benchmark of the company. 
All the stock is freshly purchased daily and there are no instances of complaints from any quarter.  

In line with environmental friendly norms, our cafe promotes recycle and reuse. There is provision for 

energy saving and conserving. This is out bit to Mother Nature.  

Vision  

The idea behind starting this venture was to treat people with the best authentic Indian pizzas in town and 
our vision is to be one of the most frequented outlets for pizza lovers across the city. To make this cafe a 
melting point where one can enjoy a good meal with friends, family and relatives.  

Create a dining experience with impeccable service and customer care. It will be a constant endeavor to 

keep on improving the services with every customer’s feedback.  

“The Pizza Cafe” should be a leading name in the fast food industry with its signature authentic Indian styled 

pizzas. We would strive to offer meals at good deals and affordable price ranges with the focus on catering 
to all income groups.  

Our vision is to make this cafe a home away from home venture where a customer will feel the comfort of 
enjoying a dish just as he does at his own house.  

Walk in with a smile, order your favorite drink, select pizza and relish the delight while listening to some good 
music. While you dine, our staff will be around to ensure that your cola glass is refilled and hotly baked pizza 
finds its way to your plate. Don’t have to bother asking, be pampered and served like a king.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Products  

When you walk into “The Pizza Cafe”, be prepared to pamper your taste buds. The list of amazing food stuff  
that you can order will surprise you for sure. We have put in a lot of hard work in designing and developing 
our range of dishes. Each recipe is devised after a lot research and exploring various Indian cuisines.  

With the view to add desi tadka to the western dishes, our master chefs have done a fabulous job in creating 

fusion food that is high on taste and health. All the inputs are tested and tried before being included in the 
menu. A quick look at the number of yummy stuff on the menu card and you will know that we have taken 
good care in devising the dishes.  

Here is the amazing range of stuff we take pride in serving you:  

● Very authentic Indian pizza  

● Hamburger just got the taste of India with our burgers that reminds you of aloo tikki 
● Mumbai’s very own frankies is now served to match up to home kitchen  

● Cheesy garlic bread  

● A wide range of sandwiches  



● Hot and cold beverages  

● Icing on the cake is the starters that make you want more  

● Last but not the least; our very own Indian desert 
Pizza  

Now this is the jewel in the crown. Our unique selling proposition – the very authentic Indian pizza is 
something we take great pride in. This is our specialty at “The Pizza Cafe”. Our pizza recipes are like closely 
guarded secret that are not shared with anyone. Each pizza on our menu is special and made using Indian 
condiments and ingredients.  

We know it very well that pizza originally belongs to Italy which is now a very popular dish world over. 
Italians love their pizza served in thin crust with loads of cheese, tomato sauce and olives. They prefer 
freshly baked bases made from proper brick pizza oven in order to restore the taste and crust of the pizza 
base.  

At our café, we have borrowed the concept and the process to an extent to create a very Indian flavor. Our 
pizzas too are baked freshly and served with oodles of cheese but the twist lies in the toppings. These can be 
anything from paneer (cottage cheese), potatoes, onion, capsicum, corn, vegetable cutlets to peas and 
tomatoes.  

In fact, if there is a special combination our guests demand, our chefs try to create those in the kitchen too. 
The dish is then named after the person who presented the idea to us. Now, this is not a regular feature to 
be spotted anywhere.  

Starters  

A good meal begins with a starter. At least that’s what we believe in and following this belief, we have 
carefully designed our range of starrers to tantalize your taste buds. There is a wide range of finger licking 
stuff to select from.  

For starters play an important role; they set the stage for the main meal. They fill you just enough so that 
waiting for the real deal is not so frustrating. It’s like a nice way to start the journey before landing to the  
destination. So, we have some really nice varieties of starters to choose from.  

Here is the list that will want you to dig in right away:  

● The very famous french fries with Indian dips  

● Potato wedges  

● Vegetable rolls and patties  

● Onion rings deep fried served with chutney  

● Cheese delight  

● Pasta made in Indian style  

● Baked pasta and macaroni  

● Pakodas (especially during monsoons)  

● Garlic bread  

● Exotic bread served with vegetables  

The list is endless and will leave you confused. Looking at the variety and taste, you will want to order all of 
it at one go.  

These starters also come with special combo meal options where one can pick and choose the one they 
want. In fact for those looking only to enjoy a cola with some light snack, we suggest you try our starters.  



Sandwiches 
It is one of the most popular dishes in British and is named after the 4th Earl of Sandwich, John Montagu. Yes, 
we are talking about the sandwich which is a portable food item, very popular in the western world and is 
now a most preferred food item across the globe. Interestingly, this dish was perceived to be eaten by 
menfolk during gambling and drinking hours late in the night but slowly became popular.  

And India is not left behind. Sandwiches rule the roost. This is regarded as a simple dish wherein between 
two slices of bread, one can fill in anything to make it an instant meal. We too remain a huge fan of this super 
simple meal and have Indianized it.  

Today, one will find a sandwich food stall in every nook and corner and we definitely wanted to break from 

the clutter. At ‘The Pizza Cafe”, we have developed some wonderful sandwich combinations that are pleasing 
to the eye and apt to tackle the hunger pangs.  

Our sandwiches are served with cheese, crispy vegetables, french fries or chips along with super cool cola. 

You can ask for iced tea or cold coffee too. There is a specially designed mini meal too which is filling and best 
enjoyed with friends and family.  

Burger  

When we even hear the word burger, a very nice meal image comes in front of the eyes. Two large buns with 
a patty along with tomatoes and dressings sandwiched between them. This is one meal each of us relishes to 
one’s heart content. It’s as good as a full meal and we at “The Pizza Cafe” just made this exciting meal all the 
more loaded.  

Yes, now get more from your burger. This humble yet filling dish that finds its root in United States and 
Germany is a hugely popular food item. Though the origin of burger still remains a very controversial subject 
with several claiming to invent it, we have included burger in our menu with a very Indian feel and taste.  

Our burgers are loaded with cheese, crispy patty, salad dressing and fresh tomatoes and giving company to 

this yummy meal is a dose of french fries, cola and fresh salad. The buns used are made from wheat dough 
and the patty is air fired to maintain its health quotient.  

The exciting part of our burgers is that one can pick and choose from the variety of patties and fillings and 

create your own standardized one. There is a set of menus too if you need to grab one fast and rush to work 
or college.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Frankies  

This is one dish that is originally from Mumbai, Maharashtra. Frankie is a fast food that is more like a makeover 
of the rolls served in Kolkata. A nice naan or flatbread made from wheat or other grains is rolled in with 
vegetables, salad, sauce and patty. It’s one of the best portable food stuffs to carry to work, picnics, school 
lunch box and casual outings.  

Frankie is perhaps one of the most consumed food stuffs by many especially youngsters and office goers. Call 
it a light snack or meal; this is one healthy food item to indulge in and when you come to “The Pizza Cafe”, 
check out our amazing range of frankies served with nice cola or a mini desert. Select from a wide variety of 
paneer, potatoes, peas and carrot patties and club it with wedges or fries to make your own meal.  

And if you are planning an outing or travelling by road, get them packed and take it along. This will help in 



dealing with small hunger pangs or cravings. Especially during monsoons when one feels the need to have 
something nice, warm and filling, then our frankie range is just apt thing to order.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Garlic Bread  

Have it as a starter or just enjoy it with a nice cold beverage, garlic bread has its share of loyal eaters. It’s like 
a must have before digging into your favorite Pizza. Originally from US, garlic bread was ruling the menu since 
1947 in most restaurants there and India is not untouched with this food phenomenon. In almost every fast 
food outlet, one will find varieties of garlic bread served.  

Our cafe outlet has successfully tried to transform this very western dish in an Indian form. Sticking to the 
basics, baguette is used in making this dish.  

Ask for the usual garlic bread made in olive oil or butter and minced garlic stuffed inside the bread slices. 
Served hot and freshly out of the oven, this side dish or starter sets the tone for the main meal.  

Taking this a little further, we top the bread with Indian condiments and food stuff to make it a little more 

loaded. Fresh cheese is grated for those who ask for it. Opt for mozzarella, cheddar or feta cheese. There is 
Indian variety of cheese too for those who love to experiment.  

Garlic bread is usually served in all combo meals be it with pizza, burger, frankie or sandwiches. If you want 

to order it separately, there are a lot of options in the menu.  

Beverages  

A nice cold drink goes well with any fast food. This makes a meal all the more relished. With our cafe themed 

as being very Indian, our range of beverages is made using ingredients from Indian kitchen. There are usual 
colas and drinks to order from branded ones to the locally manufactured. One will get a whole lot of options 
to order from.  

And for tea lovers, we have a range of hot tea varieties and iced tea. Our specialty is ginger and honey tea 

and the most sipped masala tea. Since we know Indians love their tea just like the one made at home.  

How can we forget chocolate based beverages? A glass of nice cold chocolate shake topped with vanilla ice 
cream along with oodles of chocolate chips. It’s a sinful drink that refreshes and recharges one to the core.  

Giving chocolate a companion is cold coffee served with a dash of chocolate flavor. A drink that pleases 
craving for chocolate and coffee both at one go.  

Specialties of “The Pizza Cafe” are the mocktails prepared with fresh fruit pulp and Indian condiments. We 
suggest you try one of these and are sure to ask for more.  

FAQ  

⮚ How do we get in touch with you to enquire about Franchise details?  

Get in touch with us via email or through our Facebook page. Send in your contact details and we 

will get in touch with you.  

⮚ What does one need to open an outlet?  

An initial investment and a shop to run the fast food joint along with a dedicated team.  



⮚ What sort of help is provided to open the chain?  

We offer all necessary help and support to start the outlet along with marketing and promotion 
tricks and trade.  

⮚ How many days does it take for the entire process?  

At least a month is required in order to fulfill all legal and operational formalities to start the chain 
at your desired city.  

⮚ Do you have any preference for locality?  

Yes, we prefer to have our outlet in commercially vibrant area. This ensures more footfalls and 
actual sales.  

⮚ Do you provide the material and ingredients too?  

Yes, when we join hands with you, we offer a complete start-up kit facility. This includes supplying all 
necessary ingredients and material that go into making the food items. We have a list of suppliers 
who provide all the condiments and stuff so it’s best to source it from us. This is due to the stringent 
quality control practice we have adopted and would want our franchise to adhere too.  

Franchise  

Like a bird, we too love to spread our wings and fly wide and far. With our venture too, we would want to 
expand our presence and be there in most locations nationally. It is our mission to reach to every food lover 
and serve a meal to relish.  

If you have that entrepreneur in you and are passionate about food, then we would love to join hands with 

you. It indeed will be a food full partnership. This will be our chance to take the authentic Indian pizza and 
fast food to every lance and spread happiness.  

Yes, we are open to having our outlet franchises. All you need is a good spacious shop or room and some 

money to invest. Our team will provide all the necessary help in setting up a franchise in your town or city. 
We will share our signature recipes, marketing channels and in-house management tips. The only thing 
needed is the will and enthusiasm to start our outlet and run it like a home business.  

Come visit our outlet or office and have a word. We have designed a presentation that will answer all your 

questions and give a fair idea on how the process of starting a franchise will benefit all of us. Most importantly 
our customers!  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


